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Above: Aerial view of the proposed site for Free The Spirit Festival
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MARKET STALLS
The centre will also house a number of semi-permanent market spaces which will be usable all
year round. As with the food venues all the necessary equipment will be supplied by the project.
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This means the project will have a direct and significant positive effect on the success and future
growth of our whole community and surrounding area.
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The Free the Spirit Festival centre will provide a permanent space
for monthly community festivals, where the ancient human need
to commune with thousands of our brothers and sisters in a non
commercial environment, dancing to tribal beats, or sitting
around open fires as the sun rises, can be realised. The
commercialisation of festival culture in UK PLC has robbed
us all of this right to freedom of expression, but we will be
carrying on with the fight for as long as it takes.
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LAYOUT AND INFRASTRUCTURE
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The sub terrain of the festival site is already designed to take whatever nature can throw at it,
and we will benefit from the fact that this is going to be a permanent feature. With the
installation of a comprehensive network of french drains, soak-away trench's and soil removal
systems we can enjoy the true spirit of the festival without sacrificing comfort and sanitation.
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French drain system
A French drain system will be installed to area,s A1 – A15 capable of removing as much water as
the worst storm in 100 years could deliver to the site. This is a herringbone design with spines
connected to the surface water soak away network.
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Aquacell soak-away pit
A huge soak-away pit is to be installed under the main arena for the collection of surface water from the surface water soak-away network.
*

Soil pumping station + concrete chamber
The site is fitted with a pumping station fed by a conclusive soil drainage network which can remove all waste and soil to the local sewage network with a view to installing large scale composting systems for the future.
The initial system can cope in the event of a total system failure preventing any soil contamination within the site at any time.
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Surface water soak-away network
A network of soak away channels will be installed mainly following the line of the paths to
collect the water from the paths and the French drain spines.
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Below: Panoramic view of the proposed site for Free The Spirit Festival
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Any surplus funds raised by Free The Spirit as a whole will be redistributed to the local
community through small grants.

Phase 1 will provide the markets, food outlets and fully equipped marquees amongst other things like power, water, drainage, management hub, security, storage and first aid facility.
We have already completed a considerable amount of work on feasibility, design and site planning and this site promises to deliver a state of the art purpose built Festival centre
capable of housing and catering for Free the spirit and all its aims and ambitions.
PHASE 2...
All future phases will be rolled out and managed by the members of the community land trust co-operative and will include the adventure playground, assault course, food growing
projects, overnight camping site, motor cross, BMX and go-karting tracks. We will also aim to consistently reduce the carbon foot print of the centre building in a renewable energy
programme to the running costs.
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The Beginning
PHASE 1/
We will build the festival site and all of the necessary infrastructure will be put in place, creatining the hub of the project and the financial and spiritual resources for all future
development.
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FOOD STALLS
There will be the opportunity for community groups to run their own food outlet or market stall
at the site. Free The Spirit will provide the groups with the pitch, the catering equipment and
thousands of hungry customers. All funds raised from each pitch will go straight to the
community group running it, with each group providing a specified number of volunteers to
help manage and run the monthly festivals.
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In April 2011 our hard fought for Community and Activity Centre
was finally opened, after a 10 year battle to make it into a reality.
The 65,000 sq ft new building is our flagship, being wholly
owned by the residents of Marsh Farm with more than enough
space to do everything we always wanted it to.
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• Market places
• Food outlets
• A selection of fully equipped marquees (for community use ranging from 200 people to 1000 people)
• A large open air arena ( for anything ranging from a car boot sale to music concerts and anything else the community feels appropriate)
• An adventure playground
• An army style assault course
• A Tree walk
• Food growing projects
• Overnight camping site
• Motor cross, BMX, and go-karting tracks
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Soil drainage network
The soil drainage network is installed to collect foul and waste water from all the toilets and for waste from food venues and smaller music venues.
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But FOI revealed that the questions around overpayments to
managers stopped abruptly, in fact as soon as the editors wife
was brought in to feed at the trough, with only ‘good news’
stories making the paper from this point onwards while the
gravy train got even worse.

So even though 2010 turned out to be a year of exposing
corruption and the dark arts merchants in Luton, rather than
creating jobs via the OW as we had expected, this was definitely
a battle which had to be fought, and we think we now have more
than enough evidence to finally ‘chase those crazy baldheads out
of our town’...

Crucially, it also provides the resources needed for people living
in other communities throughout the whole country to get
organised and build your own communities just as we are doing
in Luton, so if you are interested in taking back your lives and
communities from the corporate pirates, check one of the crew
for details and we’ll link up with you when we get home...
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These payments included monthly retainers of £1200 from our
local Development Trust, on the face of it for ‘PR crisis
management’ services. The reality was that these payments had
only started after Luton on Sunday had spent months doing
what newspapers should be doing, asking searching questions
about large amounts of public funding being wasted on a
corporate gravy train.

An investigation was commissioned by the local council which
led to removal of the Trust’s Programme Director and lots of
praise for Marsh Farm Outreach, but although we won a Judicial
Review of the decision to pay the corporate pirates instead of the
unemployed people of Marsh Farm, we couldn’t change the fact
that the funding for the Marsh Farm OW was already gone.
Although this scandal has delayed our progress with the OW, it
will be at far greater cost to the clique than it is to our
community, because they are now facing investigation by the
Standards Board, the Public Scrutiny Committee and the Press
Complaints Commission all at the same time.

For example there will be:
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They were helped by the editor of our local rag ‘Luton on
Sunday’, who suddenly went into overdrive, publishing months
of biased stories and smears that led us to look into the
possibility of connections between the editor of LoS and our
masonic councillor...and we didn’t have to look too hard.
Freedom of Information (FOI) requests revealed payments of
£167,000 had been made (via 3 seperate public funding
channels controlled by the very same masonic councillor) to a PR
company owned by the Luton on Sunday editor’s wife using a
different surname.

The Free The Spirit Centre will be owned and controlled by the local community through a Community Land Trust. Decisions about the running of the centre will be made by a board
consisting of local people and representatives of all the groups who are involved. The site in Sundon, Bedfordshire will be turned into a multi-purpose community venue capable of
providing not only a space to reclaim the ancient right to dance beneath the stars, but also a wide range of activities, opportunities and resources for community members and
groups. These will include a consistent funding stream for a number of established groups and multitude of community enterprises.
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All of these officials were working under the command of Luton
Council’s Regeneration Chief, the same masonic councillor we
had previously outed in 1995, and it was clear these people were
prepared to use ‘any means necessary’ to sabotage the OW.

Then the respected organisation the Development Trusts
Association, who were aware of what had taken place behind the
scenes, stepped in to offer their support, so the Marsh Farm Trust
board voted to restore the contract. This forced managers to
admit that the clique had already handed the funding set aside
for the OW to large contractors, who unbeknown to local
representatives who were supposed to be in charge, had
overspent their budgets by almost £1 million.

FREE THE SPIRIT FESTIVAL AND OUTDOOR ACTIVITY CENTRE

Whilst this doesn’t give us the stolen OW funding back for Luton,
it for sure makes the job of getting the resources we need for the
project much easier, and is, at long last, official recognition of the
‘by the people, for the people’ approach to community
organising we have been practising in Luton for years.

There is a brand new indoor playground, again owned by the
community with all funds generated going back into the estate.
There is a social club, a cafe restaurant, 8 small business start up
units, 3 shops and lots of offices to let, and a ‘mini town hall’, or
space for all of our public services – council, fire, health, police to be provided from one building in the middle of our estate.
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But then the shit really hit the fan. Just 2 days after starting work
on preparations for the OW, our contract was suddenly
suspended when a number of financial smears were levelled
against Marsh Farm Outreach by a tiny clique of civil servants
working within the Development Trust, the local council and
regional government offices.

Within a few months of her appointment to the Marsh Farm
Trust, MF Outreach members discovered an attempt to award
herself, along with another corporate consultant, a large part of a
contract worth almost £250,000 without going through the
legally required tendering processes. This had been investigated
and stopped, but her use of a different surname meant we were
not aware of the fact she was married to the Luton On Sunday
editor until, in their desperation to sink our ship, they blew their
cover completely.

After nearly 20 years of building from the grassroots, we are finally
moving towards achieving our overall goal, which is to create an
alternative way of life in Luton, based on the freedom to work,
rest and play in a non commercial, not for private profit environment.
Our work on the OW project within the Community Organisers
programme in the Marsh Farm estate will see meaningful job
opportunities created by, and for, people who need them the most,
as well as a genuinely democratic neighbourhood... a blueprint for
a truly sustainable community and an antidote to consumer
crazy ‘UK PLC’.
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It looked like we had finally won our 9 year battle for the UK’s first
ever Organisation Workshop when the £839,000 set aside for the
project was finally freed up by the local Development Trust in
charge of Marsh Farm’s ‘New Deal for Communities’ funds.

In these times of savage cuts, where the poor are being made to pay for the crimes of the rich
and powerful, it is obvious that it is the smallest and least well funded groups, who do seriously
valuable work in our communities, who will be hardest hit. So another key goal of the project is
to enable small voluntary & community groups to raise funds.
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THE OW - ‘ROBBING THE HOODS’ - “HERE COMES THE CONMAN... COMING WITH HIS CON PLAN”

We intend to bring a part of the derelict land in Sundon Pits Bedfordshire into productive use for the whole community as a hub for community groups and activities, based on a
monthly community festival to grenerate the resources and the spirit needed to make the project completely self-sustainable.
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As soon as we got home from last years Beautiful Days festival we went straight back to work on the Revo-Luton. We needed to secure the funds for the Marsh Farm Organisation Workshop,
to open our new community owned centre, to build an alliance between Bedfordshire’s sound systems, bands and cultural community groups for the ‘Free the Spirit Festival Centre’ and
carry to on with the monthly community parties we hold to keep the vibe and the tribe alive.

MOVING FORWARD...

,

UPDATE ON THE BUSY YEAR WE’VE JUST HAD...

COMMUNITY DIVIDEND
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In January 2011, the Development Trusts Association (now called
‘Locality’) asked MF Outreach if we would carry on building the
‘Revo-Luton’ within the new ‘Community Organisers’ Programme
which starts in September 2011.

FREE THE SPIRIT - THE CONCEPT

*

The revo -luton continues...

COMMUNITY ORGANISERS

Paths and roads
A special surface material will be used for road and path surfaces called “Breedon” this is strong enough for a fire engine to drive on and smooth enough for a wheel chair to roll over yet maintaining the look and feel of a natural pathway.
Power
Initially the site will be powered by 2 heavy duty generators with a definitive plan to move toward carbon free natural energy over the following years built in to the running costs.
Water Supply
The entire water supply for the site will be supplied from a single bore whole and a UV water purification system in conjunction with 2 very large water tanks delivering the purest water free from chlorine and fluoride.

We are making connections with like
minded people living in communities
throughout the whole country, to share
our experiences and to inspire and
support others who want to make a
stand in the town where you live. So if
you are ready to reclaim local lands and
buildings and to build a way of life in
your town which isn’t based on the
Babylonian values of hoarding, competition
and private gain, why not come and link
with us and join the Revo-Luton...

The Struggle Continues...

We Know Where We’re Going... We Know Where We’re From...

ONE LOVE – A LUTA CONTINUA – E VITORIA CERTA

